MALLBREAKER
1st Dam
DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50.2

PERFIDIA
2nd Dam
FLEET DONUT
3rd Dam
DUNE BREAKER
Miss Mascoutin p,2,2:10.2h-'14 (m, Duneside Perch). Now 2, racing and a winner.

BAD HAT HARRY
MIRACLE LU LU
WALK IN THE SUN
SOUND MONEY
STREAK OF LUCK
DIVA DELIGHT
PAYABLES
HERE COMES MAX
HESAPORSCHE
BUTCHIE
SHESAPORSCHE
Fluently
ADMIRAL BRET
p,2,1:59.3 (m, Meadow Skipper) ($121,892). Stakes winner. Dam of 8 in 2:00 including
FLEET DECISION
STALWART
BIG MISCHIEF
PROFITIA
Molly Pitcher. Dam of
MATTNANIMOUS
p,4,1:57 and
Brown Jug; third in Simcoe and 2 legs Summertime Series; race timed 1:51.2.

DUNESIDE PERCH (p,2,1:56.4h) Consigned by Farrier's Acres, Arcola, IL, Agent for Fair Meadow Farm

BROWN FILLY; Foaled June 15, 2013; Brand 1L168

DUNE BREAKER (Illinois Eligible)

DUNESIDE PERCH (p,2,1:56.2) by Cam's Card Shark (p,3,1:50.9). Dam of 8 of 8 in 2:00; 15 in 1:55 including UNLOCKED (p,3,1:50.9). DUNE IN RED (p,4,1:51.2), SILVER DEVIL (p,3,1:52), NOTORIOUS/SCARD/SHARK (p,3,1:52), ALIYAH MARIA (M, p,3,1:52.3, etc.). 2014 two-year-olds include DAKOTA ROASTER (p,2,57.4h; race timed 1:52.6), DUNESIDE SPLASH (M, p,2,58.1), GETTER (DUNESIDE PERCH). 21 wins. At 2, winner NYSS at Afton. At 3, winner ONSS Gold elim. at Mohawk; race timed 1:53.4.

SOUND MONEY (p,3,1:55.4f) (g, Western Hanover) ($9,807). At 2, race timed 1:53.4.

WALK IN THE SUN (p,3,1:56f) (m, Western Hanover) ($65,815). 14 wins.

MIRACLE LU (p,2,200.4h, 1:57 (m, Riverboat King) ($36,811). 12 wins. At 2, race timed 1:59.4h. At 3, race timed 1:57.3 (twice). Racing.

BAD HAT HARRY (p,2,200.3h; 4,1:57.3h (g, Village Jove) ($20,106). 6 wins. At 2, second in NYFS at Atlon. At 3, winner NYFS at Cobsickle, second in Nînwich and Trumansburg; third at Morris; race timed 1:57, 4h, race timed 1:56h.

Miss Mosaicin (p,2,102.0h-14 (m, Duneside Perch). Now 2, racing and a winner.

2nd Dam
PERIPHA (p,2,1:58.2, 1:55f ($28,785) by Niatross (p,3,1:49.1). At 2, winner NYSS and NY-Bred LC. At 3, Open winner; second in leg, John Chapman Series and NYSS; race timed 1:56.2. From 10 foals, 100% producer, all in 2:00.

GOTHIC DREAM (p,2,1:51.3, 1:50.4 (h, Jate Lobell) ($1,528,672). World Champion. At 2, winner Metro S., Bluegrass and Arden Down; second in Breeders Crown, Nassagaweya S. and In H Station; third in Breeders Crown elim. At 3 winner North America Cup, American-National and heats of Adios and Little Brown Jug; second in Burlington S., Bluegrass and elims. of Messenger, Breeders Crown, Windy City and Provincial Cup; third in Cleveland Classic, etc.

SHESAPORSE (p,2,1:56.3, 1:51.3 (m, Western Hanover) ($86,509). At 2, winner leg and Final Miss Vera Bars, 2 legs Tender Loving Care Series, leg Princess Series and Lexington LC; second in leg Miss Vera Bars Series. Field in Tender Loving Care Series Final and leg Princess Series. Dam of NINE TWENTY TWO (p,1:50.9 ($191,511), SAWBUCK HANOVER (p,1:52.4, 1:55f, etc.).

SO CUTE HANOVER (p,2,1:55.1f, etc.).

p,2,200.3h; 1:52.1 (g, Malta's Scooter) ($66,036). At 2, second in elims. Sheppard and NSS at Garden State; third in Sheppard Final and elims of Woodrow Wilson and Lou Babc Memorial; race timed 1:54.

PROFITA (p,2,1:57.2, 1:55.9f, 1:54 (h, Jate Lobell) ($344,498). At 2, race timed 1:55.4. At 3, winner heat Little Brown Jug; third in Simone and 2 legs Summertime Series; race timed 1:51.2.

BUTCHE (p,2,1:56.2, 1:55.9f, 1:54.1 (m, Malta's Scooter) ($139,045). At 2, winner NJSS and NJFS; second in Malta's Scooter. Dam of WESTERN CYCLONE (p,3,1:49.4 ($465,884), STRATAGEM (p,1:53.3 ($115,408), NORMA p,1:57 and FANTASTIC WESTERN p,2,1:58.1.

HESAPORSE (p,3,1:57.2, 1:56.3h (g, Life Sign) ($14,183). 21 wins.

HERE COMES MAX (p,2,200.1h; 1:56f (g, Jate Lobell) ($6,206).

PAYABLES (p,3,1:58.2 (m, Jate Lobell) ($4,134). Dam of RED STAR RAYLATER (p,1:51.3f ($248,356), MATTNAMOUS (p,2,1:57.2, RED STAR TISON (p,3,1:53.5 ($70,676) and YAHOO DU RUISSEAU (p,2,1:56.3, RED STAR THOMAS (p,4,1:58f, etc.

BIG MISCHIEF (p,3,1:59.3f (h, Malta's Scooter) ($5,787).

3rd Dam
FLEET DONUT (p,2,200.1h; 3,200.3 ($69.96) by Good Time ($1,57.4. Stakes winner at 2 and 3. Dam of 11 living foals, 10 winners, including:

STALWART (p,2,1:59.1f, 1:57.4. Stakes placed.

FLEET DECISION (p,2,200.3h; 1:59.2f, 1:57.4 ($192,852).

SILKY DAWN (p,2,1:59.9f (m, Meadow Skipper) ($211,892), 2nd in 8 in 200 including BOBBIE ROSE (p,1:51 ($400,700), BEAGLE BAY (p,1:54f ($235,151), ROAD RUNNER SPUR (p,1:53.3 ($193,700), etc.

ADMIRAL BRETT (p,2,200.3h; 2,200.2h (m, Jate Lobell) ($217,657).

Friesian (p,2,200.3f (m, Niatross). Stakes placed. Dam of 8 in 200 including INTO THE STORM (p,4,1:53.4, INFLUENTIAL LAD (p,1:54.3, ROYAL INFLUENCE (p,4,1:54.4, ELECTRIC ELEGANCE (p,1:55f, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS
163